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HE WILD GAP1 is suitable for 
many industrial applications 
such as transferring directions to 

different levels. One application (i.e. the 
checking of parallelism of rollers) will be 
given here. (See Figure 6)

Several applications have already 
been described using an autocollimation 
prism (Wild GAP1). The technique of au
tocollimation is used in numerous applica
tions for checking and establishing per
pendicularity, measuring small angular 
deviations, and for calibrating angle 
measuring devices such as rotary tables. 
One important application is the checking 
and monitoring of gyros, and gyro- 
stabilized platforms.

LEVELLING

Not too much will be said about level
ling procedures as they are similar to those 
in surveying. A few points will be stressed

Figure 6

dealing with the use of levelling in colli- 
mation and autocollimation.

As in higher order surveying, the cor
rections of atmospheric refraction and 
earth curvature should be applied to level
ling measurements where applicable. It 
was mentioned that the Wild N3 and NA2 
levels could be used as autocollimation 
instruments. If a mirror or an item fitted 
with a mirror is to be set precisely vertical, 
it can be done by first levelling the instru
ment and then adjusting the orientation of 
the mirror until autocollimation is ob
tained.

These levels, if in adjustment, can 
be used as horizontal collimators against 
which theodolites and other levels can be 
checked and adjusted.
WILD N3 PRECISION 
SPIRIT LEVEL

A complete section has been devoted

for the explanation of this level because 
it was been specially designed for optical 
tooling, and its special features differ from 
other levels.

In optical tooling, spirit level instru
ments have advantages over automatic 
levels. Spirit levels are not sensitive to 
constant vibrations and strong permanent 
magnetic fields which are common occurr
ences in industry. On the other hand, au
tomatic levels such as the Wild NA2, are 
affected by these factors and therefore are 
not capable of providing the same accu
racy as spirit levels under these physical 
conditions.

The N3 level has a frictionless tilting 
axis, and a tilting screw which is accu
rately calibrated to permit the measure
ment of small changes in vertical angles. 
“ The tilting mechanism of the telescope 
is designed so that one interval of the tilt
ing screw corresponds to a change in ele-
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An example of the use of the autocollimation prism

Checking the parallelism 
of rollers

In rolling mills and with certain types 
of machinery, it is vital that rollers are 
aligned precisely. They must be exactly 
parallel to each other and at the correct 
height.

The rollers A, B, C .. . G have to be 
aligned. A control line w ith end points
1 and 2 is established on the factory 
floor parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the machine. Centre the theodolite 
over point 1 and the autocollimation 
prism over point 2. Focus to and point 
to the ground point at 2 to align the 
telescope along the control line 1-2. 
Then focus to infin ity, point to the 
autocollimation prism, and turn the 
prism until autocollimation w ith the 
vertical hair is achieved. The prism is 
now at 90° to the control line and can 
be used as a reference. !t w ill define 
vertical planes parallel to the control 
line.

To check roller A: Set up the theodolite 
at a. Note that centring to w ith in
2 or 3 cm of the control line is all that 
is required. Autocollimate to the prism 
(if required, the offset of the theodolite, 
left or right of the control line, can be 
read on the prism 's mm-scale) and 
turn off 90°. Hold a scale against each

end of the roller in turn and check the 
alignment. Note that for measurements 
to the roller to 0.05 mm/0.002 inch, a 
Wild parallel plate micrometer can be 
fitted to the theodolite telescope.

The other rollers are checked in the 
same manner. The advantages of the 
method are that centring is unim por
tant, and therefore errors due to cen

tring cannot occur, and that the theo
dolite can be set to the different heights 
of the rollers as autocollimation with 
the vertical hair is always achieved.

The height and horizontality of the 
rollers are normally checked with a 
precision level, such as the Wild N 3 or 
the Wild NA2 with GMP3 Parallel Plate 
Micrometer.

1

machine

axis

GAP1

Many tasks can be solved in a similar manner. Whenever a precise reference is 
required for alignment or horizontal angle measurement in optical tooling,choose

The Wild GAP 1 Autocollimation Prism. Figure 7

vation of the line of sight of 2.06"; i.e.
0.01 mm. per 1 m. (1:100000).”

The telescope has several unique fea
tures. It has an extremely short focusing 
distance which is helpful in optical tool
ing. “ A scale or target only 30 cm. (12 
inches) in front of the objective can be 
brought into perfect focus.

To complement this extremely short 
minimum distance, focussing produces a 
zoom effect.” In other words, at short 
sighting distances the magnification de
creases and the field of view increases; 
and at far distances, the reverse takes 
place. “ When focusing to 2 m., the field 
of view is twice as wide as that of a com
parable conventional telescope.”

The N3 telescope also has a very 
stable focusing mechanism, in that the line 
of sight will not deviate much over the 
entire focusing range. “ On changing 
focus from infinity to 2 m., the line of

sight will not vary by more than 2 seconds, 
and as any change in the line of sight is 
really only at short distances - from infin
ity to 20 m., the change will never be 
more than 0.5 seconds - the effect on mea
surements is negligible.”

A built-in parallel plate micrometer 
increases the accuracy of taking readings 
from a rod. “ The micrometer reads di
rectly to 0.1 mm. Estimation to 0.01 mm. 
is possible.”

APPLICATION

The N3 can be used as an autocolli
mation instrument for checking the flat
ness of such surfaces as plates, rails and 
benches. An autocollimation mirror is 
mounted on a base and this is positioned 
at each of the points being measured. 
Readings are taken on the graduated tilting 
screw. “ As an interval is 2", readings to 
1" of arc are easily taken. If the base of

the mirror is 200 mm. in length, a change 
in inclination of 1" corresponds to a height 
difference of only 1 micron between the 
points on which the base rests.” This 
example illustrates the obtainable accu
racy in levelling procedures.

PROCEDURE FOR MEASURING 
THE ROTATIONAL ACCURACY OF 
THE SHOP LATHE

First the diameter of the chuck was 
measured with reasonable accuracy in 
order to obtain a measurement for the cir- 
cumferance. The diameter was measured 
with vernier calipers. The circumference 
was calculated from c = tt x diameter. It 
appeared that 24 measurements, 15° apart 
were sufficient to accurately determine the 
motion of the mirror and axis. The arc 
distance between each 15° position was 
calculated from Arc = c/24. Each of these 
15° positions were marked out on the cir
cumference of the chuck beginning at any 
arbitrary position.
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Figure 8
Figure9 I n s t r u m e n t a l  S e t u p  f o r  Lab P r o j e c t

opposite side of the lathe as shown in Fi
gure 9, facing the T3, and in such a way 
that the markings on the chuck would be 
viewed. Using the principle of collima- 
tion, the lines of sight of the two instru
ments were made collinear. It is not impor
tant to line up the instruments exactly, 
since the T1 is used only to set up a vertical 
reference plane which is used when turn
ing the chuck accurately through each 15° 
division. In other words, each of the 24 
markings on the chuck are brought into 
coincidence with the line of sight from the 
T l. Beginning with the first point, the 
motion of the axis was measured as fol
lows; with the first point on line with the 
reference plane, autocollimation was ob
tained with the T3 in the direct position. 
Both the horizontal and vertical circles 
were read. The chuck was rotated so that 
the next marking was brought into coinci
dence with the line of sight of the T l . The 
reflected image of the crosshairs of the T3 
were again brought into coincidence with 
the actual crosshairs, and both circle read
ings were recorded. This procedure was 
repeated until horizontal and vertical circle 
readings had been taken at all positions

A front surface mirror was obtained, 
whose diameter was larger than the diame
ter of the T3 objective. It is advantageous 
to have the mirror larger than the objective 
so that a strong reflected image is obtained 
(this has been discussed earlier). The mir
ror was positioned in the chuck so that it 
was roughly in the centre of the axis of 
rotation, (it is not required to be exactly 
centred). The autocollimation theodolite 
(T3) was set up in front of the mirror (i.e. 
distance was 1.12 m.) approximately in 
line with the lathe axis and at the height 
of the mirror. The theodolite was then 
levelled, focused to infinity, and the tele
scope was pointed to the mirror to obtain 
autocollimation. The mirror, or chuck was 
then rotated through 180°. Autocollima
tion was not obtained as the reflected ray 
had been deflected though too large an 
angle. (This is illustrated in Figure 10.) 
This meant that the mirror was probably 
not close to being perpendicular with the 
axis of rotation. The tilt of the mirror 
therefore had to be adjusted to make it 
closer to 90° with the axis. (It should not 
be set exactly at 90° but fairly close, be
cause it is desirable to get a roughly circu
lar plot from the measurements. If the mir
ror is exactly perpendicular, then a plot 
may not be obtained as the variation in 
the angular values will be small and pos
sibly zero if there is no wobble in the 
axis.) Once the mirror had been adjusted, 
autocollimation was obtained; however 
the line of sight was close to the edge of

Lathe
the mirror, and as a result the reflected 
image was weak. (See Figure 11). The 
theodolite was shifted in position slightly 
on the head of the tripod, to bring the line 
of sight closer to the centre of the mirror. 
The angle between the axis of rotation and 
the mirror was now close to 90° (i.e. 90° 
±1°) and therefore the line of sight of the 
theodolite at autocollimation was close to 
being parallel with the rotational axis.

A Tl theodolite was set up on the

through a 360° rotation of the chuck. (See 
Figure 12) The telescope of the T3 was 
then transitted into the reverse position. 
The entire procedure was repeated taking 
a second set of readings for all 24 posi
tions.

The first pointing with circle readings 
Hzl and V 1 was taken to be the reference 
point. Hzl and VI were subtracted from 
the subsequent readings to obtain differ-

/-Initial position

Figure 10
Normal>

Ray reflects directly 
back when mirror is 
in initial position 
(position of 
autocollimation)

Position 180° 
from initial 
position

Chuck 
AxIs of Rotation

T3 with
Autocollimation
Eyepiece

Chuck
Front Surface 

Mirror
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ences in horizontal and vertical circle read
ings, AHz and AV. AHz was then plotted 
against Ato give a graphical representation 
of how the mirror moved through a 360°ro- 
tation.

RESULTS

After each set of readings was taken 
(24 points), the first point in each set was 
repeated to obtain an angular misclosure 
on the results. The largest misclosure was 
6.2" which could have resulted from not 
being able to set the markings exactly 
coincident with the reference line from the

between the direct and reverse readings to 
be reduced also by a factor of 20. This 
resulted in the differences being so small 
that they could not be plotted (i.e. the 
maximum difference was only about
0.8"). Therefore only one set of readings 
had to be plotted (i.e. Direct readings) as 
opposed to plotting both direct and reverse 
and then taking the mean values.

The final plot was an ellipse which 
contains both mirror misorientation and 
the motion or “ wobble” of the axis.

If no wobble exists in an axis, the

resulting measurements would show a plot 
of a circle, the radius of the circle being 
a measure of the inclination of the mirror. 
The proof for this is as follows; assuming 
for simplicity, the mirror is tilted by an 
angle from the vertical.

Therefore this means that for a mirror 
inclination of a  from the vertical, the 
range in vertical angle to obtain autocolli- 
mation in both positions of the mirror (0° 
and 180°) is 2<*-. The radius of the circle 
is equal to the inclination of the mirror 
(<*)• This is true irrespective of where the 
horizontal line through the telescope inter
sects with the mirror. It does not have to 
intersect at the axis of rotation of the mir
ror (as shown in the diagram). The instru
ment height can be changed up or down 
and this does not alter the angular relation
ships. The diagram can also be viewed in 
plan, and in this case the angle a  repre
sents an inclination of the mirror in the 
horizontal plane. The angle 2 is now the 
range in horizontal angle required for au- 
tocollimation in both positions of the mir
ror (0° and 180°). It can be noted that a 
horizontal displacement of the line of sight 
has no effect on the angular relationships 
with the mirror. The same process applies 
for a combined horizontal and vertical in
clination of the mirror. Therefore, any in
clination of the mirror in the horizontal 
and vertical planes will result in a circular 
plot when the mirror is rotated through 
360°. The radius of the circle will be equal 
to the total inclination of the mirror.

Since the measurements in the exper
iment produced an ellipse and not a circle, 
then this means that there is a definite 
wobble in the lathe axis. Due to the sym
metry of the plot, this wobble must be 
symmetrical about the axis of rotation.

T1. (It was determined that an error in the 
positioning of the chuck, of a fraction of 
a millimetre, caused an angular error of 
several seconds.) However, the magnitude 
of this misclosure is insignificant due to 
the fact that if it was distributed over the 
24 readings, the correction at each point 
would only be 0.25 second. Also, the scale 
of the plot is such that a difference in 
readings of V2 second is about the finest 
that can be easily distinguished.

For the reverse vertical angle read
ings, the actual zenith angle is given by 
180° - Observed Vertical Angle. This 
meant that the signs had to be reversed on 
all the A Vertical angles.

To get a suitable scale at which to 
plot the observations, it was necessary to 
reduce all Aangle values by a factor of 
20. This in effect caused the differences
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Figure 14 Angular Relationship between a Mirror Tilt 
and the Radius of the Circular Plot

SIDE VIEW Zenith
Vertical

Horizontal

Axis of Rotation^ 
of mirror

Although the amount of mirror mis- 
orientation with respect to the axis could 
not be determined numerically by mea
surements, it can be illustrated in general 
terms by the following diagram.

CONCLUSIONS ! '

On the basis of the investigation car
ried out, the following conclusions were
made:

Figure 15 Mirror Misorientation and Wobble

Slope of the Mirror 
(Misorientation)

Ellipse represents shaft 
wobble and slope of the 
mirror
Shaft deviations (wobble)

In this case r = a + c = b + d.

The wobble is always represented by 
the difference between the mirror mis
orientation and the final result (the el
lipse) . In the sketched case the wobble in 
the vertical direction (d) is greater than 
the wobble in the horizontal direction (c). 
(Note that r has not been determined.)

Where the wobble is the same in both 
horizontal and vertical directions, then

a -  r = r -  b 
or a = 2r -  b 

2r = a + b
or r = a + b/2

Therefore, when r> a + %, the wobble in 
the vertical becomes larger than the wob
ble in the horizontal, as in the diagram. 
When r< a + %, the reverse is true.

Therefore the magnitude of wobble 
in both horizontal and vertical directions 
if different, requires the determination of 
the mirror misorientation (r), before indi
vidual wobbles can be determined.

It is evident from the graphical rep
resentation of the measurements, that 
there is a definite wobble in the lathe axis. 
This is due to the fact that an ellipse was 
obtained instead of a circle. Since the plot 
was symmetrical, it indicated that the 
wobble of the axis is also symmetrical 
about the axis of rotation. The amount of 
wobble in an axis is always the difference 
between the mirror misorientation and the 
final plot which contains both mirror mis
orientation and wobble. Depending on the 
relative size of the plots (i.e. the circle 
with respect to the ellipse, if such is the 
case), it can be determined whether the 
wobble in the horizontal direction is larger 
than that in the vertical or vice versa.

The exact amount of wobble could 
not be numerically derived from the mea
sured data. In order to determine it, the 
exact angular relationship between the 
mirror and the axis of rotation in an initial 
position must be known. In other words, 
the total amount of mirror inclination, 
must be known, before the amount of wob
ble can be calculated. This could not be 
done feasibly in the experiment. •
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